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Abstract
This paper elucidates amethod of actuation and feedback for hard-soft composite continuum
pentapod appendages to enable both kinematic accuracy and gait. A feedbackmechanismbased on
Hall effect sensors is integratedwithin a hard exterior/soft interior composite robotic limb,which is
unaffected by actuator slippage, and provides accurate (sub 2°) end pointmeasurements. The
proposedmethod for actuation uses two actuators to control a full semi-spherical range ofmotion, an
improvement to the use of three actuatorsmore commonly reported in the literature.When applied
to enable the gait of a complete brittle star inspired pentapod, wefind that our design reaches a
momentumof 0.52kg ·m s−1, surpassing themomentumof previously reported untethered starfish
inspired pentapods by 3.7 times.

1. Introduction

Brittle stars are diverse echinoderms, figure 1, in the class ofOphiuroidea, closely related to starfish [1]. They
havefiveflexible armswith lengths varying from0.3–60 cm [2].While brittle stars are pentapedal animals, they
have the capacity formovement using lower numbers of limbs (down to bipedalmotion), and have sufficient
versatility to be able to navigate a range of different terrains. They also have the capacity to climb, crawl and swim
and as such, exhibit superior levels of natural actuationwhen compared against other echinoderms.
Mechanically, brittle star limbs are different to those of other high degrees of freedom (DoF) animal limbs (e.g.
legs and tentacles) such as in octopus, squid and cuttlefish .Whileflexibility in these animals is simplified by
material softness, brittle stars havemuch tougher exteriors and their limbs are thus segmented and joined.

The challenge in developing brittle star inspired pentapod (5-legged) robots is, therefore, in coupling the
mechanical design of a functional tough exterior/soft interior composite legwith viable highDoFmotion
control. The benefits of such a configuration is to allow the coupling of desirable aspects of soft robotics with
those of hard exterior robots. The combination of these featuresmeans that the robot canmorph its shapewith
higher degrees of deflection than that of a rigid bodied robot, and has additional benefits in dynamicmechanical
or impact energy dissipation, due to there being aflexible continuum. The coupled rigid exterior enables the
robot to be used in environments and under conditions where a softflexible robot bodymay suffer from external
damage such as punctures from contact with sharp objects. The pentapod is a unique area of robotics that has
received considerably less attention than other n-legged robots such as bi-, tri-, quadru- and hexapods [3–6].
Actuation control in pentpodal robotics is not always trivial. There are a number of factors to consider including
the large numbers of possible forms of gait,methods for actuation, the suitability of themechanical design of the
limb in terms of both limb-loading and kinematics, the actuationmechanism for an individual limb
incorporating highDoF, and sense-responsemechanisms devoted tomotion control. Jin andDong [3]
considered ShapeMemoryAlloy (SMA) actuation systems for starfish inspired pentapodswith limitedDoF.
Their pentapodal robots hadmodular legs thatweremechanically designed to actuate in only one axis. This is
not as versatile as the actual starfish and the design therefore has obvious limitations in terms of bioinspired gait.
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Somemechanical designsmake use of a decentralised control system like that of the brittle star [5, 6]where
the armsmake use of two to three servos per arm to control the vertical and horizontalmotion of each leg. In [5]
and [6] each leg uses an individual ProportionalDerivative (PD) controller and a pre-determinedmotion path
for the gait. As evidenced by [6], stability analyses for 22 gait combinations, a 3× 2 gait sequence is optimal for
pentapodal speed. Research into climbing gaits [7, 8] has been conducted to optimise pentapodal climbing, but it
cannot be assumed that this transfers naturally intowalking gaits. Performancemetrics for various n-legged gaits
demonstrate that soft-body starfish inspired robots [4] are unable tomove as effectively as other n-legged robots
[5]. However, they are less complex in terms of gait sequence and because they are pentapodal, they have a large
variety of gait sequences thatmay be of benefit for other-than flat terrainwalking situations.

Starfish-inspired robots are either soft-body SMA actuated robots, or, are fully rigid hard body robots. The
closest robot to bridging the gap between these, offering higher levels of dynamicmotion to that of current soft-
body robots is PATRICK [4]. This robot has an untethered design, utilising two SMAactuationwires in a highly
flexible silicon limb to generatemore complexmotion paths than other soft-body robots. PATRICK is one of the
first untethered brittle star inspired underwater robots that in real-time varies its locomotion. Almost all of the
compute for PATRICK is executed remotely on a laptop, so the robot is less viable for real world applications
without a remote laptop connection. Displacement over timemetrics are also given for PATRICK, and it can be
noted from thesemetrics that the robot performswell for its relative scale and soft-bodymake up. It appears that
[4] is the only work to propose a closed-loop trajectory planningmethod ofmotion primitives in a 5-legged
robot. One of the key areas of improvementmentioned is tomove the compute on-board the starfish so that it
can be used in a non-lab environment.Alongwith this, it is important to note that PATRICKneeds to operate
underwater due to the cooling requirements of the SMAwires,meaning it would not perform to the same level
out of water if the temperatures are sufficiently high to prevent the effective utility of SMAwires. A key short-
coming of themechanical design of PATRICK is that of inter-limb variance. This was noted to be due to the limb

Figure 1.Diversity of brittle stars: A.Ophiolepis superba, a typicalfive-armed formwith simple arms; B.Ophiacantha enopla veterna, a
formwith long serrated arm spines and spinelets covering the disc; C,Ophiactis tyleri, a six-armedfissiparous form;D.Euryale aspera,
a basket star with branched arms Scale bars inmillimetres. Reprintedwith permission from [1] (CC-BY).
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force output and displacement being sensitive to differences inmanufacturing. In addition, the SMAwires
coupledwith the silicon limbs introduce a level of significant non-linearity to the system.

Effective position control is a function of systemmechanics,material properties, themethod of actuation
and the accuracy and speed of sense-responsemechanisms during actuation. The robotic limb reported in this
communication considers all four functions. Our aim is to design a brittle star inspiredmechanical limbwith
high degrees ofmotive freedom enabled byminimised numbers of actuators. The robotic limbwill, like the
brittle star, combine a hard exoskeletonwith a soft and flexible internal segment to enable a sharedmaterial,
composite response to actuation. Finally, aHall effect sensor systemwill be designed as an integral part of the
limb itself, as we hypothesise that this willminimise position control errors thatmay ordinarily arise from
mechanical losses during actuation and inaccurate controller feedback.Our hypothesis is based on thatHall
effect sensors have already been shown to be effective in soft appendage robotic control. Proprioceptive sensing
in soft limb robots for example [9], has been improved throughmodifications of theHall effect curvature sensor
alongsidemodifications to the actuation chamber cross section, which if soft, requires advanced flexible sensing
mechanisms such as has been reported in [10]. Soft actuating limbs using groups of three-linear sensors are
known to enable a high level of accuracy in soft robotic limbmovement in flexure [11, 12] and as such, are
considered in this work to also have potential for the soft-hard composite appendages intended in this work.

2.Materials,Methods andDesign Philosophy

2.1.MechanicalDesign
Mechanical designwas driven by twomain parameters, a soft-body level of bending and curvaturewith a harder
exterior (like the actual brittle star), and reliablemotion to improve on designs described in existing literature.
Due tomechanical limitations in existing brittle star inspired designs, inspirationwas sought elsewhere,
including both the actual brittle star and other areas of robotics. 3D brittle starmodels [2] have enabled
researchers to gain a deeper understanding of themechanical structuring of the limb. The structure is essentially
made up of discrete segments that interconnect via a ball and socket-like joint. Connective tissues and ligaments
maintain the position and interlocking of the limbs. The use of repeat segments in the brittle star limb allows it to
exhibit high degrees of curvature andmobility. The robotic structuremimicked herein and rendered inCAD,
figure 2, uses aflexible corrugated polypropylene pipe allowing for high degrees of deflection in Euclidean space
[13, 14]. FDMprinted PLA exoskeletal segments are slipped over the polypropylene pipe and interlocked to
mimic the exterior interlocked brittle star structure inferred from [2]. Segment to segment interlocking aids
mobility in the exterior skeleton through its simple design, which is a tapered end interlocking protuberance
fromone segment that is inserted into the opening of an adjacent segment. Once inserted, the interlocking
mechanismhas a high degree of rotational freedom, similar to that of a ball and socket joint. TheHall effect
sensors shown infigure 2 are embedded into external segments, and these are used tomonitormovement.
Further details on the sensor feedback is provided in section 2.3.

Figure 2.Cross sectional view of the final limbdesign.
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2.2. ActuatorDesign
Inspirationwas drawn from continuum style roboticmanipulators [15–17]. A continuum robot relies on a
bendable and often compliant central core, which in the case of our design is a polypropylene corrugated pipe
described in section 2.1. The single rod core designwas pioneered by [18] and has the benefit of enabling non-
complex deformation under loading.

Actuation in our design, figure 3, relies only on two actuators to achieve a full range ofmotion, an
improvement to the commonly seen set of three. To keep the arm itself light and small we selected an
extrinsically actuated continuum [19],figure 4. The use of aGT2 timing belt driven design as opposed to ametal
or polymer pulley [20] ensures there is a reliable connection between the leg and actuatorwithminimal slip or
mechanical losses. The driven belt allows for a single pulley wheel to pull the continuum arm in the two primary
directions along a single plane,figure 5.Doing this with two orthogonally oriented pulley wheels enables a full
envelope of actuationwith only two actuators. The use of two actuators on a toothed driven belt analagous to a
tendon is a novel concept in continuum robotics, asmany existing designs rely on a polymer pulley, and often,
onmore than two actuators to achieve the sameDoF aswe have in our design [17, 21, 22].

2.3.Hall Effect Sensor Feedback
Akey component in dynamic robot design is the accurate feedback of limb positions to the controller for
improved control of the limb in its inertial state. AHall effect sensor position feedback solution, similar to that of
[23], for the end point of the legwas implemented to provide the robotwith useful limb-endpoint information.
The application of this configuration in a hard-exterior limb is a novel application of theHall effect array. Due to
the nature of soft robotics, determining the orientation of a soft-bodied limb is difficult due to the infinite
possible passive joint positions [24]. Similar work done on soft robot curvature presented by [25] and [26], uses a
singleHall effect sensor tomeasure out of plane bending.Here, we use a 3× 3 array ofHall effect sensors to
feedback position. Similar systems have been used tomonitor loading and unloading of spinal columns [27] and
in orientation resolution of a spherical actuator [28]. SinceHall effect sensors and sensor arrays have been shown
to have high accuracy for distance/orientationmeasurement [25, 28, 29], the use ofHall effect sensors in the
continuum limbs of our robotic limb offers a small form factor butwith the potential for high accuracy.

2.3.1. Orientation Resolution
TheGT2 timing belt in our design connects the actuator to the limb and as such, slip is a possibility in any
situation thatmay drive a force overload. Amagnetic encoder such as used in [22], attached directly to the drive
shaft of the actuatorwould not be able to provide sufficient information on the position of the limb in our design
and furthermore require a calibration loop, and thus unable to offer absolute orientation of the limb in a
continuum limb. Three points can be used to define a plane and as such, threeHall effect sensors is the
minimumpossible number that can be used to derive information on the planar orientation of the limb segment

Figure 3.Actuator unit with twoDCmotors for the vertical and horiz.
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containing the sensors. This feedback arrangement relies on the assumption that the planar orientation of the
middle section can be extrapolated to provide information on the end point of the limb.Our control system
differs form that of previouswork [4, 30] in that they used single value decompositionwith a proportional
integral controller to provide orientation control to an SMA actuated soft limb.

The only criterion to determine a planewith three points is that the three points are not co-linear. From
figure 6 it is immediately obvious that the three points are not co-linear. These points are given coordinates

Figure 4.CADmodel of the revised design.

Figure 5.Gear system in place on the robot.
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relative to the center of the segment. The adjacent segment in the leg design has three circular holes that hold
permanentmagnets at the exact same coordinates as the adjacent sensors. As the orientation of this adjacent
segmentmoves, the relative distance of themagnets to the sensors changes, thus allowing the orientation to be
determined. This relative distance is whatmakes up the z component of the coordinates to define the plane in
3-dimensions. The x, y position of the sensors do not alignwith the principle axis ofmotion for the pulley
system. Therefore, a rotationmatrix had to be applied to the readings so that the resolved vectors were in
alignment with the new reference frame. The rotationmatrix is usedwith

4
q = p .Where xn,new and yn,new

represent the adjusted x, y coordinates of the sensor locations.

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

⎤
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⎡
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⎤
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x
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y
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,

,
( )q q

q q
= -

Two vectors are created using the real-timemeasurements from theHall effect sensor, and are given as zn
where n corresponds to the sensor number the respectivemeasurement is taken from according tofigure 6.

V x x y y z z, , 21 2 1 2 1 2 1( ) ( )= - - -

V x x y y z z, , 32 2 3 2 3 2 3( ) ( )= - - -

With these two vectors we can find the normal (N) via the cross product, where the constituent components
of ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦N N N Nx y z= .

N V V 41 2 ( )= ´

The angles between the normal vector and its two constituent vectors can be found, these angles, as
demonstrated infigure 7, areψ and θ.Whereψ denotes the axis from sensor 2 to sensor 1, and θ the axis from
sensor 2 to sensor 3.

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

N

N
arccos 5x

∣ ∣
( )y =

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

N

N
arccos 6

y

∣ ∣
( )q =

The simplified deflectionmodel shown infigure 8 shows how the orientation from the sensor readings can
be used tofind the end point location in one dimension.

2.3.2. SystemDynamics
With themethod of feedback established, the actuator dynamics was introduced to enable limb control. A
desired end point will be provided in spherical coordinates, as denoted by θp andψp. The error in the current
state of the arm and the desired state can then be given as in equation (7), with the same equation being used
forψ.

error 7p ( )q q= -q

A relationship between the end limb position and actuatorwas established via the simplified dynamics of the
system. Themotor speedwas controlled via a pulsewidthmodulation (PWM) signal. However, it is assumed

Figure 6.Hall effect linear distance sensors and their relative position.
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that the PWMsignal is analogous to the force applied from themotor. The signal was split from0 to 180, with 90
being stationary, 0 beingmaximum speed counterclockwise and 180 beingmaximum speed clockwise. A linear
relationshipwas developed using the analogous force and torque specifications of themotor and gearbox as
F x 9028

90
( )= - . Themotor can produce amaximum2.9 kg ·cm (0.28N ·m) of torque, given a pulley with

radius 1 cm themotor produces a pulling force on the beamof 28N.Noting that due to the inclusion of the gear
reduction for the vertical axis the force equation ismultiplied by 2.66, F x2.66 9028

90
( ( ))= - , where F is the

resulting force and x is the PWMsignal.
Similar to thework done in [30], the deflection of the arm can be estimated using Euler-Bernoulli beam

mechanics, where the arm is represented as a cantilevered beam. The true systemdynamics are complex, as the
armmoves the vector of the pulling force F changes relative to the arm. To simplify this, themotion is simplified
to one dimension; the force applied is broken down to a vertical component (Fy) acting as a point load at the tip,
and the horizontal component (Fx) acting as an endmoment, as demonstrated infigure 9. This is then linearised
around the point of investigation (denoted p), equation (8).

F p dL

EI

F p L

EI

cos sin

2
8

2( ) ( ) ( )q = +

This is identical to the equation used forψ.Where F is the force applied d distance away from the center of
the beam. L represents the length of the beam,E is the Young’sModulus of the polypropylene pipe (1325MPa
[31]) and I the second areamoment of inertia. Combining the equations for force this expands to

u p dL

EI

u p L

EI

2.66 90 cos 2.66 90 sin

2

28

90 1
28

90 2
2( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) ( )

q = +
- -

with u1 representing the verticalmotor PWMsignal and u2
representing the horizontalmotor signal. The simplemodel lends itself to ease of compute, an important aspect

Figure 7. 3D representation of the sensor arrangement, with z1−3 representing the respective distancemeasurements from theHall
sensor, θ representing the angle of the vertical axis, andψ the horizontal.

Figure 8. Simplemodel of limb deflection in one axis where the ‘closed’ segment acts as the bending point.
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considering there is 5 legs that will each run through this process. The plant for the systemG(s) can nowbe
established as in equation (9).

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

G s

p dL p L
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p dL p
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5.32 cos 2.66 sin

2 cos sin
9

29

90

29

90
2

29

90

29

90

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )=

+

+

The offset of 90 is introduced to the control signal outside of the plant. A PI controller is introduced asH(s),
equation (10).

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

H s
k k

s

k k
s

0.375 0.375
1

1
10

p i

p i

( ) ( )=
+

+

Where kp is the proportional gain and ki the integral gain. Row 1 has the gainsmultiplied by a factor of 0.375 as
the force output of the verticalmotor is over twice that of the horizontal, allowing the system to be tuned once.
The dynamics of the appendage is not only a function of themechanical parameters but is also affected by the
control parameters. Here, our focus is on evidencing an accuratemechanical response based on a novelHall
effect sensor system andwe thereforemaintain consistent control parameters tomore effectively detail these
mechanical responses.

2.3.3. Controller Implementation
The reading from theHall effect sensor is fed into themicro-controller as a voltage. This is interpreted as an
analog signal with a value of 0–1025 (with 0 being 0 volts and 1025 being 5 volts). As such, an initial calibration of
the sensor is needed, after which the values can be stored. In real-time use, the analog signal from theHall effect
sensor is relatively noisy. Afirst-order low-pass filter was thus implemented to smooth out the noise, hence
removing actuation errors arising as a function of noise, equation (11), whereα represents the filter constant.
With ẑ representing thefiltered reading for the sensor given the current reading at time t (denoted zt). The full
control block diagram can then be designed, figure 10, thus closing the loop for end-point control of the
continuum limb. This process is repeated across all 5 limbs of the starfish robot, such that any end point position
could be given to any limb and the desired position achieved.

z z z1 11t t1ˆ · ( ) · ( )a a= + --

The block diagram abovewasmodelled inMATLAB’s simulink utility and the PI controller tuned.
Controller response to a step response input, such as noise from the analogHall effect sensors, was verified.
Non-linearities in themodel were introduced to ensure the sim-to-reality differences areminor.

Figure 9. Force of the pulley on the end segment (denoted F) at the distance from the neutral axis of the pipe (denoted d) atfixed
point p.
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2.4. Numerical Simulation
Anumericalmodel was developed to provide additional validation on the accuracy of the analyticalmodel. As
previously established, the singular leg can be simplified into a planarmodel. The left side of themodel has a
closed off section that represents the interface between the actuator housing and the corrugated pipe continuum.
This is thefixed point condition of the limb, as shown infigure 13. At the height of the pulley a point loadwas
applied in the -x and+y direction to approximate the components of the force vector from the pulley will load
the beam. Themodel was discretised using Lagrange quadratic elements and a linear elastic analysis solved using
a direct UMFPACK. Afinalmesh consisting of 268 480 elementswas deemed appropriate for the simulations
following amesh convergence analysis. Polypropylenewasmodelledwith a Young’smodulus of 3.275GPa,
while the PLAwasmodelledwith a Young’smodulus of 2.9GPa. A point loadwas applied based on equation (8)
and the base-end of the limbwas assigned aDirichlet condition (0DoF). A force of 21Nwas thus applied to
achieve a deflection of 30°. The individual forces in the x and y directions from this point give a resultant force of
21N30° from the loading point. The plane stressmodel was generated using the underlying constitutive plane
stress equation, equation (12), whereσ11 andσ22 are normal stresses in orthogonal directions,σ12 is the shear
stress relative to these directions, nu is the Poisson’s ratio, ε11 and ε22 are normal strains in orthogonal
directions, and ε12 is the shear stress relative to these directions.

⎡
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2.5. Pentapod robot locomotion
Awhole body controller (WBC) and gait scheduler was developed to enable advanced robot locomotion. End-
point limb control was used in accordance with a holistic controller andmotion planner for dynamicmotion of
the robot. A BMI088 inertialmeasurement unit (IMU)was attached to the central body tomeasure the inertial
state of the robot, the body axis for which is shown infigure 11. Thismeasures the angular rate around 3 axis and
the linear acceleration in those 3 axis, equations (13) and (14), where vgyro has 3measurements, the angular
velocity, around x, y, z axis, and the samewith vaccelwhere the 3measurements are the linear accelerations in each
direction.Utilising concepts from [32], the absolute orientation of the IMUcan be determined by the use of
quaternion vectors and a basic gradient descent loop. As described in [32], A quaternion is a four-spatial-
dimension complex number that can bemapped into three dimensions to track orientation, equation (15). The
advantage of quaternion orientation representation is the removal of gimbal lock, which enables a higher range
of orientation conditions>90°, if the need arises.

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦v 0 13gyro x y z ( )w w w=

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦v a a a0 14accel x y z ( )=

q q q q q 151 2 3 4[ ] ( )=

Quaternionmultiplication is non-communicative, as a result of theHamilton rule. The full cross product is
given by [32], and it is of note that the cross product is non-communicative for quaternionmultiplication. Given
a gyroscopic reading vector from the IMU the orientation can be representedwith a quaternion, equation (16),
which creates a derivative quaternion (q) using the gyroscopic input from the IMU.With this, the quaternion
can be numerically integrated in code to provide a quaternion representing the orientation of the robot (qest,t),
equation (17), given the current quaternion qt, the previous quaternion estimate output qt−1, and the time
between the last calculation and the current oneΔt.

Figure 10.Block diagramof the feedback controller for a single leg.
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q q v0.5 16gyro· ( ) = ´
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The introduction of the accelerometer is described in length by [32], for context, equation (18) shows how the
accelerometer is introduced alongside the estimated quaternion from equation (17).
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The Euler angle representation of the robots orientation can nowbe described by converting from
quaternion representation to Euler angles. These are denoted byΦ,Θ,Ψ, which are the body orientations
around the body axisZ,Y,X (in accordancewithfigure 11).

Gait schedulingwas developed in accordancewith that of the natural brittle star based on thework by [5] and
[2], withminormodificationsmade to suit the kinematics of the system and to optimise gait performance. The
observations of brittle star locomotion documented in [5], shows that the brittle star primarymode of
locomotion is singular limb by singular limb.However, various video documentations [33, 34] also indicate that
when swimming or traversing terrain at speed, a gait sequence similar to that shown infigure 12(c) is used, where
the black rectangles represent the full cycle ofmotion as angles around the two limb axes, as shown in figure 12.
This formed our initial proposed gait.

3. Results and discussion

The limb deflected to amaximumof 66.93 mm from the numerical simulation results under a load of 21N,
figure 13 and the resultant angle was 28.55°, which is within 2° of the expected 30° (i.e. 96% accuracy). In this
figure, vonMises stresses are noted increase from tip to base, and reach amaximumof 4.24MPa in the
polypropylene, which is far below its yield strength of>12MPa, evidencing that limb deformation remains
elastically recoverable throughout its actuation cycle.

Quantifying the performance of the individual limb controller is vital to achievingmore complexmotion
primitives and to the development of the body orientation controller. The controller designed and proposed by
[30]was found to have an accuracy of 5.18° and 2.93° for the pitch (θ) and yaw (f) error, respectively. Here, the
limbwas calibrated at a neutral position, figure 14. The vertical axis was provided a step input of 20°, and the
horizontal axis given a reference signal of 0. The limbwasfilmed at 1000 Frames Per Second (FPS)with a 5mm
reference grid background using aChronos 1.4 (Krontech) high speedmonochrome camera. The high speed

Figure 11.Body axis of the prototype robot.
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footage allowed us tofind the exact frameswhere themaximumand final deflection angles occured. These
frameswere then saved and the angle of themarker (white cone structure pictured infigure 14) recorded via the
ImageJ software. Using this, an externalmeasurement could bemade to verify that the controller was
performing as expected. This angle wasmeasured in reference to the neutral position initially recorded, as that is
what the feedback systemdeems as 0°. Themicro-controller connected to the sensors recorded the sensor array
derived angles, θ andψ. The PWMcontrol signal for bothmotors was also recorded. This data was recorded at
50 kHz on themicro-controller. This process was repeated 8 times for a step response to+20°, and the same
again for−20°.

From the plot (cf figure 15), the step response can be observed to be in linewithwhat was expected. There
was slight overshoot, but it reaches the steady state target within 10 000 cycles (0.2s). The limbwas notably
slower than expected at travelling between 0°–2.5°, a trend that was consistent with the other trials. This is likely
due to assumptionsmade in the controllermodel that are different in real life. For example, the initial forces
mean there is little vertical component, due to how the belt is fed through the arms it is pulling predominantly
axially along the continuumuntil the angle of the belt begins to separate from the angle of the limb. This can even
be observed in thefinal deflection offigure 14, where the gap between the belt and the limb appears larger than

Figure 12. (a) Simplified view of each leg and its index number, where leg 1 alignswith theX body axis (b) the trajectory input in the
two axis fed to the indvidual leg controller (c) diagramdemonstrating the timing of the legs with respect to each other.

Figure 13. Finite elementmodelmapping vonMises stresses during planar deformation of the limb.
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the neutral belt position. The individual segments of the appendage’s connected exoskeleton are able to freely
rotate and as such the belts when tensioned as themotor torques (2.9 kg ·cm) enable realignment, and as such,
the belts can reset themselves to the axis of the limbwithout disrupting the dynamics and accuracy of the
appendage beyond an initial staticmovement. The PWMcontrol signal at the initial portion of the curve is
saturated, and because this response is a result of the systemmechanics it is difficult to remedy. The overshoot
could befixed by varying the gains for less overshoot, but it is likely this would be at the cost of an aggressive
response. Table 1, shows the difference between the desired angle and thefinalmeasured angle as observed from
image analysis (Image J), alongwith the difference between the finalmeasured angle and themeasured angle.
The former serving to validate the steady state error of the controller, and the latter to validate the sensor
feedbackmethod. The average steady state error of the step response is 1.895, a 2.7×steady state error
improvement to the control work proposed in [30]. This highlights two key benefits to the proposed continuum
limb, the limb is able to bemodelled and controlledwithout the need for a SVD compensator and the sensor
feedbackmechanismoffers useful and accurate information for the controller. The design and experimentation

Figure 14.The original calibration reference (neutral) and themaximumand final deflection taken from trial 1.
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demonstrated here elucidates an alternativemethod for actuating soft-bodied robots that improves accuracy
relative to the current reportedmethods for actuation.

From the collection of all trials, figure 16, all curves notably share similar shapes in both the positive and
negative direction ofmotion. This indicates that the limbmoves consistently upon step input requests. To
validate this, we calculated the rootmean squared error (RMSE) between the twomost extreme curves (fastest
initial response compared to slowest initial response). This is between the first and sixth trial in the positive
direction. The RMSEwas found to be 0.057. For the negative direction, trials 7 and 8were compared and the

Figure 15.Measured angle for a 20° step input.Here, 10 000 cycles = 0.2s.

Figure 16.All step response trials, 8 trials to+20° and 8 trials to−20°.

Table 1.ErrorData for the 8 trials with input+20°.

Trial# ImageJ Angle to Step Input ImageJ Angle to Sensor Angle

1 −0.52 0.38

2 −2.4 2.15

3 2.6 −2.52

4 1.8 −1.73

5 3.38 −2.6

6 3.3 −3.83

7 5.2 −5.65

8 1.8 −1.75

Average 1.89 −1.94

Std. Deviation 2.23 2.24
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resulting RMSEwas 0.023. This indicates the curves are consistent with each other for a step response input of
+20° and−20°. However, there is an observable difference between the shape of the positive and negative
curves. The leg is essentially fighting gravity in the positive direction, whereas in the negative direction, themass
of the arm contributes tomotion, behaviour that is not accounted for in the controller. Further work could be
done to incorporate themass of the arm segments as pointmasses along the arm that contribute to the inertial
response of the armundermotion. In the context of the entire robot, the vertical axis of the limbwill be
responsible for lifting the robot, so it is anticipated that the curves would look different under a true loading
scenario, but this experimentation serves to validate theHall effect feedbackmechanism and validates the
consistency of the feedback loop to step response inputs. Figure 17 shows video frames taken at 10 second
intervals from a video recorded using aChronos 1.4monochromatic video camera run at 1000fps. Table 2
provides some insight as to how the proposed design compares to existing both untethered (PATRICK [4]) and
tethered ([5] ) starfish inspired pentapod robots. In particular, we compare the velocity, weight and the
momentumof each robot. The tethered robot from [5]unsurprisingly has the highest power and hence develops
the highestmomentum. PATRICK like the pentapod developed in this work, is an untethered pentapod.While
PATRICKhas amarginally higher velocity than our pentapod, it is also significantly lighter and as such, our
robot exhibits a 3.7 times value formomentum thanPATRICK.

4. Conclusions

The results presented in this paper indicate themethod of resolving orientation using aHall effect sensor array
configuration is effective. The data indicates the sensor is within 2° accurate atmeasuring the deflection angle of
the leg for positionswithin a range of−20° to 20°. This holds promise for the use of such a system in other
continuum robotics. Current solutions for feedback control in continuum roboticsmeasure the position of the
drivemotor, which relies on there being no slip between the drive and the continuum. This is, however, not the
case when the continuum robot is under load since the sensors are integratedwithin the limb, they only take into
consideration true limbmotion, suggesting therefore, that the sensor array proposed herein, is a viable and
effectivemethod of resolving orientation in a continuum robot.When tested as a pentapod robot for velocity

Figure 17.Displacement of the robot for a 50 cmdistance over time.

Table 2.Comparison of displacements over time for brittle star inspired robots to the pentapod design from this work.Here: v is velocity,w
is theweight of the robot andm is themomentum expressed byw × v.

Robot v w m Power Source

(m/s) (kg) (kg ·m/s)

Pentapod from this work 0.008 0.65 0.52 7.4v 450mAhLiPo

PATRICK [4] 0.01 0.14 0.14 11.1v 300mAh LiPo

Kano et al [5] 0.06 1.06 6.36 Tethered Power
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andmomentum,we find that the pentapod developed in this work has a lower velocity than another untethered
pentapod (PATRICK) however, it is also significantly heavier and as such, itsmomentum is 3.7 fold higher than
that of PATRICK.

Data availability statement

The data that support thefindings of this study are available upon reasonable request from the authors.
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